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Research is not important because it finds that certain things are 
so., that the evidence supports commonly held views, but rather because 
i.t; establishes tha-t certain t'niags are not so, are different from what 
is widely believed, and advances new w&ys of looking at problems. 
Much of the research into disasters by social and behavioral scientists 
has pointed out naay qythologicaf Beliefs about disaster behavior 
and has indica%ed new ways of thinking about %he phenomena being studied. 
Therefore, in the following remarks we want to set forth, in a very 
selective fashion, what socio2ogizal. research has established about 
misconceptions as to disaster warnings and what such skudies suggest 
as to untraditional ways of looking at the problem. 

Ynere is a tendency to thiak of disaster warnings in technological 
and/or mechanical, termsS such as radio or siren mundings. 
devices are means- of communication, at best.. 
and functions are determined by the behavior of people and the actions 
of organizations. 
as involving psychological fuoctions and social structures. 
this way, warning citn be seen as a process that is a product of social 
organization a 

But these 
Their activation, use 

As such, warnins should be thought of prharily 
Viewed 

mis view of warning is quite different from one tha-t suggests 
that warning can. be equated ~ 5 t h  infomation about a disaster agent. 
Viewing warning as a complex process and product means seeing it as 
iuvolviag all of the com2onents, relationships and factors which effect: 

(1) the deterraination and estima%ion of danger; 

(2) the fornulation and transmission of warning messages 
about %his danger; and 

(3) the way people interpret and act uBon these messages. 

The Establisfuaeat of Tlireats Requfring TYtarning 

Some of the complexities involved can be seen in the collection, 
collation and evahation of threat data. 
can be issueds information about, the danger must be obtained, pulled 
together and Judged. 
or a sinple linear flow of infomation. Look a% wha% is involved 
in the collection of threat data. 

Before a warning message 

This Is no% purely a technical matter 

First, infomation & O U ~  danger cues primarily is gathered by 
organizations rather than by individuals, 
upon words. 
way persons do. 

Fais is more than a play 
Organizations process infomation differently from the 

Second, many different groups are involved, in varying degrees, 
in obtaining this infomation. It is a raulti-group ppocess. 

Tbirrf, not all social entities tdcing part in the collection of threat 
infomation are equally active in seeking cues or aonitoring danger 
signs. Put in other words, there is a considerable djfference in the 
involvment of groups in looking for threat data, 
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4 * The major action needed to insure the effectiveness of warning 

messages is to make certain that infomation will be provided that will 
lead to adaQtive behavior, 
people about dangers, contain only .$informationof threat and no 
suggestions for adaptive behavior. That is & a  warning message. At 
best, it is merely an alert that something may be wrong, but it 
generdiy will not Lead to action. And it is action; i.e., responsive 
behavior, -that should be the intent or objec%ive of any warning 

Some disaster messages, intended to warn 

Fourth, there are also marked differences in organizational 
ability to detect and understand danger cues. 
arc smarter" than others. 

Sone organzizations 
1P 

Fifth, even active agencies operathi; in intelligent fashion 
of'ten do not cover the full range of potential, danger cues. 
Converslg, 
trouble outside of their orgaaizational domain or responsibility. 

they psy little sttenkion to cues or indicators of 

What we have Just noLed is merely a surface glance at the 
complexity invalved solely In the collection of threat data. 
would be possible to illustrate similar complexi?;~ in the collation 
and the evaluation of danger cues. 
CompLexity of the process and product solely involved in the deter- 
mination and estimation of danger, whlch is only part of all that is 
involved. 

It 

The emphasis here is on the 

We stress %his to make the poiat that aLZ sorts of things can go 
wrong in the collection, collation m d  evaluation of threat data. 
Whatever technology might be employed-computers, radar or what have 
y-ou--it can be no better than the organizational flaws and failures 
that are a nark of groups in the sane way that human errors and mistakes 
are a characteristic of human beings. 
disaster wmnings, it should be recognized that the source of the 
problems may be &B much in the providers or the sources of the 
warnings as it is in the recipien%s of these warnings. 
the disrtster warning mea, there is a strong tendency to see problems 
as residing primarily in the public at large, the recipients of the 
warning messages. 
providers of warnings, the agencies determining and estimating 
danger, kave their own problems which, if not solved properly, making 
problems in the delivering and receiving Gf warning messages relatively 

If there are problems in 

Particularly in 

A more balanced perspective recognizes that the 

unimportant. 

The Dissemination of Warning 1ulessag;es 

There Ls often a tendency for organization officials %a delay 
warning messages Por many disaster agen%s because they feel that the 
ripblieP' camot deal vlth them effectively and will respond in 
isrational ways. Host research shows that irrational behavior under 
stress, even extreme stress, is EL very rare phenomena. Zt is much 
better to assume that the vast majority of people will respond 
reasonsbly to intelligent and intelligible warning messages. 
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message, rather than solely il. sensitization that something might 
be wong. 

Research suggests that an adequate warning message is one which 
gradually prepares for action by (a) providing various and multiple 
cues which are convincing about threat and at the sane tbe (b) presenting 
possible alternative actions eo be considered that would be ada2tive and 
convenient. 
cues that reinforce one another c m  help corney the idea that there is 
real danger. 
more likely that a recipient will. find one convenient to follow. 

Vhile too many cues can confuse recipients of messages, 

The presanta'cion of alternative courses of action makes it 

In American society the general assump%ion has been to utilize 
more inpersonal and individualistic means to disseminate warnings, such 
as radio, to alert the On the other hand, little attention 
has been given to the utilization of charmels of communication that 
already exist within particular socia3 groups. For exmple, most organi- 
zations, whether they be schools, factories, offices or businesses, 
have everyday means and channels for communicating with their o m  ambers 
In addition, nnost organizations are part of everyday interorganizational 
networks. The vast majority of peopZe and groups are tied, in a routine 
way, with many other people and groups. Much more could be done to take 
advantage of such additional. channels of comunication and nultiple 
linkages for dissemination of warnings than has been done in the past. 

There is a nee& for some creative thinking along this line instead of 
continually following the old, and in many respects incorrect, model 
which posits a najor disseminator; c.g., a key radio station broadcasting 
to the isolated masses in the comunity. 
take advantage 0% everyday behaviors, rather than to try to force persons 
to act in "unnatural" ways; I.e. 
impulses. For example, tbe 
channels of comunicatioa at times of collective trou%le, such a$ the 
telephone. Such admonitions, all the evidence indicates, are useless, 
People will use the phone since that is a normal, everyday habit. 
of trying to stop the impssible, people calling one another at tines 
of comunity stxess, ways ought to be f'ound to take advantage of such 
calls so as to inprowe the dissenina%ion of warning messages. 
not a usual way of thinking abou'c the problem, but if present ways of 
doing things are unsatisfactory, nev ways should be sought, no matter 
how unorthodox they may appear at first glance. 

Ways ought to be explored to 

contrary to routine habits and 
is frequently urged not to use some 

Instead 

This is 

Furthernore, warnings cannot be seen as a simple technical message 
issued by a creditable organization to a responsive public. 
organizations must deal with the possible consequences of information 
they issue, the population also has to consider %he consequences of' 
attending to the danger cues and following saggested courses of action. 
At one Level., the assessaelzt process is not that different, be it by 
distributors of warning messages or recipients of them. In both cases, 
the pwties involved must make assessments of the possible consecluc;nces 
if they do or do not accept certain cues and attmpt certain actions. 

Just as 

There is an iriiplication here that the fear, held by those resp9nsibJ.e 
for the issuance and distribu%ioii of warnings, that the public cannot 
deal with threat comes trize because of the willingness of those in 
command to share the evaluation process with those to be warned. 
involved in wcrnings should open to the public their processes and ways 
of judging cues and arriving at decisions. 
placed in those statements for which there is understanding of the 

Groups 

In general, more trust is 
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decision behind them than in flat edicts which seem to cone from 
nowhere. Sintilarly, warning messages are more likely to be accepted 
if the process leading up to them is more clearly understood by those 
towards wlioa the warning message is directed. 

Response to T&wninKs 

The most studied aspect of the warnings proble~ has been the 
response to them. We can only touch on three points in our Srief 
cment s . 

Warning messages are ofterr 20% areceivcd by their inGended audience 
or are received by an unintended audience. 
inpersonal and non-specific channels of communication, such as radio, 
&re used. 
and season. Different charirzels have different audiences. For exaple, 
different radio stations in the same cornunity m y  have almost no overlap 
of audiences, reaching siimply different segments of the community. 
This is not an insignificant fact, given the polential victila populations 
have differential probabilities of being imgacted because of the kind 
of housing they have (e.g. nobile homes) ti-te particular topographical 
features of the neighborhoods in which they live (e.g, 
or their easy BCCBSS to understandable information (e.g., non-Xnglish 
speaking grou2s), It is renarkable that whole subpopulations of a 
cornunity can miss" compared with the exposure others get to the same 
words, be W e  message warning or other comiunity relevant information. 
Stated another way, there is not a "pu't;lic'' out there ready to be warned, 
but a variety of different groups with different probabilities being 
tuned in to any general c m m i t y  directed message. 
to disaster warnings almost insures differences In responses. 

This is particularly true when 

Mass media exposure varies trenendously in tr=.rms of d8yp time 

flood plains), 

li 

Differential exposure 

Even if warning lnessages are clear and svecific and are conveyed 
through mulziple channels, this does not guaranke that the message 
will be received by the "publie" in the sme way -t;hc.,t the officials 
intended in issuing tbe warning. Le% us cite just one conplicating 
factor. 
cues and warnings are interpreted differently to such cornunities 
than they would be in one without previous experience, 
always issued in supportive or denying contexts, never i_r neutral settings. 
Response Is, therefore, not solely to the warning aessage per sc, but to * 

that information as i% is perceived in a particular historical back- 
ground. 
particular communities containing subpopulatiorxs with different 
learned wars of reacting in and responding to threats. 
patterns are as ~uch EL function of the background of the warned group 
as they are of the waming raessage itself. 
discrepancies in the respcnse intended by the warning aessage and the 
actual response which is evoked. 

Sorne communities have had considerable prior disasker experience; 

Warnings are 

A warning message never simply goes "out there"; it reaches 

Response 

'i'h~s, there c m  be huge 

Finally, resyonses to warnings are only effective if they lead to 
preventive, protec-bive or arcleliorative actions. 
occmri'ng is dependent on many factors. Eowever, as a general principle, 
the lnore desired response to the warning massage is in line with everyday 
behavlors, the more likely it is to occur. 
stating an old DRC principle; that is, it is by far more effective 
to adjust-disaster plans to people than to try to force people to follow 
prescribed plans which mtzndate or require unusual or non-routine 
behaviors. 
this is, ofcourse, obvious. 

The probability of this 

This is another way of re- 

The relevance of prior and exercised planning to achieve 
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These remarks hardly exhatlst all that could be said. For instance, 
little thought is givea to the nature and the form of later tine warnings 
that are often needed after the initial alert. Disaster inpact frequently 
generates % series of continuing and secondary threats that may exist for 
a long tiszle after the initid. warning message. 
attention has been given to harmonizing the issuance of' warning messages 
with the "social time" of the cmunity. 
customary rhyths which exist within a comimfty; for example, school, 
work, shift, etc., tines. 

Likewise, almost no 

By social time is meant the 

In conclusion, 2-t is necessary to emphasize that warning is mere than a 
message; it Is a cornpzex process involving many organizations and indivi- 
duals. 
social situation and not Ira a nwtral. context. 
to adjust plans to people than to try $0 force people to follow plans. 
If such things are kept in mind, the effectiveness and efficiency of 
the warning process c~tn be improved. 

EZlrthemore, the warning process always occurs in an on-going 
Finally, it is better 
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